We present a simple cell docking method induced by receding meniscus to capture non-adherent yeast cells onto microwells inside a microfluidic channel. Microwells were fabricated either by capillary moulding of UV curable polyurethane acrylate (PUA) onto glass substrate or direct replica moulding of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS). A cell suspension of the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, was introduced into the microfluidic channel by surface tension driven capillary flow and a receding meniscus was subsequently generated by evaporation. As the meniscus progressed, one to multiple yeast cells were spontaneously captured onto microwells by lateral capillary force created at the bottom of the meniscus. Using this cell-based platform, we observed the response of yeast cells upon stimulation by a mating pheromone (a-factor) by monitoring the expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) with time. It was observed that a-factor triggered the expression of GFP at 60 min after stimulation and the fluorescence intensity was sustained for an additional 60 min without changes.
Introduction
The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is now recognized as a model system representing simple eukaryotic organisms whose genome can be easily traced and manipulated. Some of the properties that make yeast particularly suitable for biological studies include rapid growth, high dispersion, easy genetic manipulation and mutant isolation. S. cerevisiae was the first eukaryotic organism whose genome was completely sequenced. 1 Subsequently, yeast became one of the key organisms for biological research, including extensive use of DNA microarrays, 2,3 analysis of gene functions by gene disruption, 4 serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE), 5 enzymatic activities, 6 and protein-protein interactions. [7] [8] [9] In many cases, the yeast-based assays involve the use of green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a reporter. However, most current biological assays are based on large cell populations, which neglect single cell level information in the process of averaging fluorescence signals from GFP expression. For example, commonly used methods for high-throughput, cell-based assays are adapted to 96-and 384-well plate (recently 1536-well plates) formats. [10] [11] [12] Despite the success of these assays, one fundamental limitation of plate-based assays is that the measured response is an average from heterogeneous populations of cells (i.e., ensemble averaging problem). Although the average cell response provides valuable information about overall biological effects, it provides only partial information about the real cellular effects, since the response of each cell would vary depending on its physiological and genetic state. Therefore, it would be of benefit for biological research to develop a simple method that allows for large-scale cell-based assays at single cell level in a cheap, easy and high throughput manner. One approach to overcoming some of the limitations is to introduce microfluidics or ''lab-on-a-chip'' (LOC) technology. 13, 14 These microfluidic devices offer the ability to work with smaller reagent volumes, shorter reaction times, and the possibility of high-throughput analysis. It is noted that spatial control or selective location of cells within microchannels is a prerequisite to enable high-throughput screening based on microfluidic devices. Recently, laminar flow patterning, 15 pre-patterning with adhesive ligands, 16, 17 and immobilization inside hydrogels 18 have been used to immobilize anchorage-dependent cells within microchannels. An alternative approach to patterning cells is based on cell-capturing or cell-trapping including hydrodynamic confinement, 19 negative dielectrophoresis, 20 optical tweezers, 21 and microwells etched at the tip of a fiber-optic bundle. 22 These methods, however, would have some limitations for easy, cheap, high-throughput microscopic studies of single cells. More recently, a simple soft lithographic method was introduced utilizing passive confinement of cells onto microwells aided by stationary conditions. 23, 24 This is an attractive strategy due to its simplicity and low-expertise requirements. Conformal deposition of single or multiple cells, however, would be difficult to achieve using this approach since the cell-docking heavily relies on flow and surface conditions. Here, we report a highly improved version of the soft lithographic approach using surface tension driven cell seeding and subsequent cell docking induced by a receding meniscus. Using this method, single to multiple cells can be accurately a School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering and Institute of Advanced Machinery and Design, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742, Korea deposited onto microwells depending on the size of the microwell. Furthermore, a very small amount of volume (,5 mL) is required for cell docking and subsequent cell assays, thus significantly enhancing the flexibility or portability of microfluidic devices. Although non-adherent yeast cells are tested here, our method could be applied to other anchoragedependent cells with slight modification of the experimental protocol.
Methods and materials
Yeast strains, plasmids and materials
The S. cerevisiae strains used in this study were SO992 (MATa, his3, leu2, ura3, trp1, pbs2) and SG3 (MATa, his3, leu2, ura3, trp1, met15, sis1-GFP). For monitoring a-factor-dependent GFP expression SO992 cells were transformed with a pRS314-based CEN/ARS plasmid carrying a mutant GFP (S65T) gene under control of the promoter from a mating response gene, Fus1, i.e. P fus1 -GFP (S65T). A peptide corresponding to a-factor was chemically synthesized using F-moc chemistry and was purified by HPLC.
PDMS mould fabrication for surface patterning and microfluidics
PDMS and microfluidic moulds were fabricated by curing PDMS pre-polymer (Sylgard 184 Silicon elastomer, Dow Corning) on silicon masters prepared by photolithography. The masters used for surface patterning had receding (negative) square patterns (10 mm squares of 1 mm height or 12 mm squares of 12 mm height), or 30 mm protruding (positive) cylindrical features of 60 mm height, resulting in PDMS replicas with the opposite sense. The masters used for microfluidic moulds had protruding (positive) features with the impression of microfluidic channels (in the range 200-800 mm in width and y80 mm in height). To cure the PDMS prepolymer, a mixture of 10 : 1 silicon elastomer and the curing agent was poured on the master and placed at 70 uC for 1 h. The PDMS replicas were then peeled from the silicon masters and cut prior to use. For the PDMS microfluidic moulds, holes were punched through the inlets and the outlets as reservoirs. Each reservoir had a hole of 3-4 mm in diameter, which allows for easy injection of the cell suspension and sufficient area for evaporating the residual cell suspension around the reservoir.
Fabrication of the patterned microfluidic channels
To fabricate the microstructures onto a glass substrate we used capillary moulding or replica moulding (Scheme 1). 25, 26 PUA microstructures were made of the UV curable polyurethane acrylate solution consisting of polyurethane pre-polymer with acrylate group, a photoinitiator, and a radiation-curable releasing agent as reported previously. 27 A few drops of the PUA polymer solution were evenly distributed onto the glass substrate. A positive PDMS stamp with square patterns was then immediately placed in conformal contact with the polymer film and exposed to UV (l = 250-400 nm) for a few tens of seconds to cure (capillary moulding). For 30 mm well microstructures, a negative PDMS stamp with 30 mm cylindrical patterns was used for the patterned substrate without replication (replica moulding). Once the microstructures were fabricated, the device was completed by plasma cleaning the patterned substrate (without disturbing the PDMS stamp) and the microfluidic mould at the same time for 45 s (60 W, PDC-32G, Harrick Scientific, Ossining, NY). After plasma treatment, the PDMS stamp was peeled from the substrate and the microfluidic mould was carefully aligned on the substrate, brought in conformal contact with the substrate and firmly pressed to form an irreversible seal. In some experiments the device was further sealed by heating on a hot plate for several hours.
Scanning electron microscopy
High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the PUA microstructures were obtained using a HITACHI S-48000 microscope (Hitachi, Japan) operating at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. To avoid charging effects, substrates were sputter-coated with Au to the thickness of 20 nm prior to measurements.
Cell docking onto microwells inside a microfluidic channel
The S. cerevisiae SG3 cells were grown at 30 uC in YPD medium to an A 600 of y0.5 and the SO992 cells transformed with the plasmid P fus1 -GFP (S65T) were grown at 30 uC in a selective medium containing 2% dextrose to an A 600 of y0.5 (1.5 6 10 7 cells mL 21 ). To capture the GFP-modified yeast cells onto microwells, a small amount of the solution was flowed into the microfluidic channel by surface tension driven capillary flow. The seeding amount was in slight excess of the volume of the channel to minimize the generation time of a meniscus such that the solution completely filled the channel and partially wetted the periphery of the outlet reservoir. For example, when a microfluidic channel was of 800 mm in width, 80 mm in height and 20 mm in length (maximum volume tested), the seeding amount was 2-5 mL, in excess of the channel volume (1.28 mL).
To facilitate the directed evaporation, the opening of inlet reservoir was covered using a tape and then the medium in the outlet reservoir was left undisturbed to evaporate by natural convection at room temperature. After 5-10 min, a receding meniscus was generated and progressed towards the inlet reservoir. As the receding meniscus passed over the microwells, one to multiple yeast cells were spontaneously captured by lateral capillary force on the bottom of the meniscus. The remaining cells were accumulated in the inlet reservoir and were removed by a soft tissue paper if necessary. A schematic illustration of the cell docking procedure is shown in Scheme 2.
Analysis of cellular response to a-factor
To assess the cellular response to a-factor, GFP expression was examined over time using an inverted fluorescence microscope (OLYMPUS IX71, Japan). Two flowing and detection schemes were used depending on the depth of the microwell. In the first scheme (10 mm square wells of 1 mm height, shallow microwell), the cell suspension was stimulated with a-factor to the final concentration of 10 mM prior to flowing the cells into a microfluidic channel. Then, the stimulated yeast cells were introduced into the microfluidic channel and captured onto the microwells as illustrated in Scheme 2. After cell docking, the fluorescent images of the cells expressing GFP were taken every 30 min as the medium dried.
In the second scheme (12 mm square wells of 12 mm height, deep microwell), the cell suspension was introduced into the channel without stimulation with a-factor and subsequently the cells were captured by the same method. After cell docking, the remaining cells were washed by capillary flow of water from the inlet several times and removed at the outlet using a soft tissue paper. This step was repeated to completely evacuate the channel except for the medium and cells captured within microwells. Then, a-factor was flowed into the channel from the inlet via capillary filling. The fluorescent images of the cells expressing GFP were taken every 30 min while covering the inlet and outlet to prevent evaporation of the a-factor solution.
Results and discussion
Fabrication of PUA microstructures onto glass substrate
To pattern mammalian cells, previous research has primarily focused on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based polymer to modify surfaces. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] While a PEG-modified surface is very effective in patterning anchorage dependent cells, the use of PEG is not a requirement for non-adherent cell types such as yeast or blood cells. Moreover, direct, physical immobilization of a PEG template is sometimes not robust such that the layer is easily delaminated upon hydration due to swelling of the cross-linked PEG matrixes. To prevent delamination, 3-(trichlorosilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM) was used as an adhesion promoting monolayer. 29 To alleviate this potential problem, UV-curable PUA microstructures were fabricated and used as cell-docking microwells as shown in Scheme 1. In the course of capillary moulding, the PUA solution under the contact region is squeezed outside the protruding features of the PDMS stamp and moves into the void spaces by means of capillary action. 25, 26 The PUA microstructures were subsequently cured by exposure to UV for a few tens of seconds and the PDMS mould was removed, rendering robust PUA structures with high physical integrity. Representative SEM images of the PUA microstructure are shown in Fig. 1 . The pattern dimension here was (a) 10 6 10 mm or (b) 12 6 12 mm square wells, yielding a feature density of 2500 or 1736 wells mm 22 , respectively. Higher-magnification (65000) SEM images in the inset show the well-defined PUA structure with good edge definition. The depth of each PUA microstructure was measured to be y1 mm and y12 mm, respectively, Scheme 2 A schematic diagram of the receding meniscus induced cell-docking method. A yeast cell suspension was flowed into the microchannel by surface tension-driven capillary filling and subsequently a receding meniscus was generated at the evaporating front.
corresponding to the original height of the silicon master (not shown).
Surface tension-driven capillary flow and subsequent generation of a receding meniscus
In most microfluidic devices, an external pressure is applied to handle target samples where additional accessories such as a syringe pump, PE tubes and waste reservoirs are required. In the method presented here, the cell solution is spontaneously flowed inside a channel by surface tension driven capillary flow without the need for other accessories for pumping. As a result, the overall procedure is very simple and cheap, enabling an easy fabrication of a disposable biochip.
The rate of liquid flow in microcapillaries can be approximated using a simple kinetic equation that is given by 33 dz dt~R
where R H is the hydraulic radius (the ratio of volume to surface area of the capillary), g is the viscosity of the liquid, and z is the length of the capillary movement, c SV , c SL and c LV represent interfacial tensions at the solid/vapor, solid/liquid and liquid/vapor interfaces, respectively. In our experiments, the capillary filling was completed in a few seconds, in qualitative agreement with the theory presented above. Since the entire surfaces (the channel plus the substrate) were plasma cleaned, the wettability of aqueous solution was greatly enhanced, resulting in fast capillary flow inside the channel.
To facilitate the generation of a receding meniscus, a small amount of the cell solution (,5 mL) was flowed into the channel such that the channel were completely filled while the outlet reservoir was partially wetted along the boundary.
Upon drying, a receding meniscus was spontaneously generated and then progressed towards the inlet reservoir at a speed increasing with increasing channel width. For example, the speed was measured at 7-8 mm s 21 at room temperature for a channel whose geometry was of 400 mm width, 80 mm height and 10 mm length, indicating that the evaporation rate was 0.224-0.256 nL s
21
. In this case, it might take 20-30 min to evaporate the entire medium in the channel based on the channel dimension.
Receding meniscus induced docking of yeast cells onto microwells
As the meniscus receded, cells were spontaneously captured onto the microwells where the number of cells was determined depending on the size of the microwell. Fig. 2 shows brightfield and fluorescent images of the captured SG3 yeast cells (autofluorescent) for 30 mm ((a), (c), (e)) and 10 mm wells ((b), (d), (f)), respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , the cell docking can be described by a sweeping process of the receding meniscus just like sweeping with a broom (see ESI video clips 1 & 2{). Some cells were already captured by sedimentation prior to generation of a receding meniscus for 30 mm wells, while the sedimentation was rarely found for 10 mm wells. Fig. 2(c) -(f) represent brightfield and corresponding fluorescent images of the captured cells at a higher magnification. As shown in the figures, aggregated, stacked cells were seen for 30 mm wells ((c) and (e)) (2-3 6 10 2 cells well
21
) whereas one to five cells were captured per each 10 mm well ((d) and (f)). As the cell size ranges from y2 to y8 mm, the maximum number of captured cells would 30 mm ((a), (c), (e)) and 10 mm wells ((b), (d),  (f) ), respectively. be five, in good agreement with the experiment. The fact that one to five cells can be captured simultaneously in a single screen of the viewer suggests that each cellular response can be tracked and compared with different populations. A notable feature is found in Fig. 2(f) that each cellular response, which is represented by the fluorescent intensity and distribution, was different from cell to cell. In comparison to an ensemble averaged signal shown in Fig. 2(e) , this fact demonstrates the importance of extracting biological information at single cell level.
It is worthwhile noting that the cell density was a key parameter in determining the uniform cell docking. In particular, conformal deposition of single cells was destroyed when the initial cell density was reduced by several times. Apparently, the density used in this experiment (y1.5 6 10 7 cells mL 21 ) was a minimum for ensuring uniform cell docking. Fig. 3 shows the number of captured cells as a function of cell concentration for two microwells. For 30 mm microwells of 60 mm height, (a), the number of captured cells gradually increased with increasing concentration. The variations from center to edge, which are marked with error bars in the figure, increased with decreasing cell density, but conformal deposition was generally secured for all the concentrations tested. For 10 mm microwells of 1 mm height, (b), on the other hand, the number of captured cells rapidly decreased with decreasing cell density, with an apparent critical density of y1.5 6 10 7 cells mL 21 . Below this concentration, the average cell density was less than unity, indicating that conformal deposition is nearly impossible to achieve.
A careful examination of the receding meniscus reveals that there is a thin layer at the bottom of the meniscus. In this region, the cells were separated from the meniscus at some point and subsequently located in the middle of the microwell. Previous work has shown that a lateral capillary force is generated between floating objects and drives self-assembly of the objects into the recessed region in a similar manner. 34, 35 As shown in snapshot images shown in Fig. 4 (time interval y30 s), the presence of the thin film at the evaporating edge allows for partial wetting of the solution into the microwell (a), and at some point separation from the progressing meniscus (b). Then, the lateral capillary force drives the captured cell to be located in the middle (c). The direction of the net force applied on the cell is towards the center of the microwell because the lateral capillary force acts to flatten the deformed liquid layer. Some cells were not captured as shown in (d) presumably due to aggregation of cells. In this experiment, the cell density was very low (diluted by 1/100) for easy tracking of a target cell. Interestingly, the receding meniscus reached a steady state very rapidly such that the cell docking was essentially seen from the beginning of the meniscus.
Analysis of cellular response to a-factor
To test for the potential use as a cell-based platform, we assessed the cellular response to a-factor by monitoring a timelapse expression of GFP. This experiment was performed using a yeast cell suspension stimulated with 10 mM a-factor. The a-factor treated yeast cell suspension was flowed into a microfluidic channel by capillary filling. After the cells were captured, they were analyzed with time under an inverted After 60 min, GFP expression was triggered (c) and then the fluorescent intensity was maintained for an additional 60 min without appreciable changes (d). Also one can see that cells were initially located in the middle of the microwell (a) but slightly moved to the edge as the surrounding medium dried ((c), (d)). This detection scheme could be useful to study the influence of the ion concentration or osmolarity of the buffer solution over time.
One potential limitation with the above scheme is that the cells were pretreated with a-factor prior to cell docking to prevent flooding of the as-deposited cells upon exposure to a laminar flow of biological reagents. It was observed that many docked cells readily escaped from 10 mm wells even with a mild stream of solution (y3 mL min 21 ) since the height of microwells was merely y1 mm. On the contrary, essentially no flooding was observed in the case of 30 mm wells (y60 mm height) when the flow rate is less than 1 mL min 21 . This was the reason why the cell suspension was pre-treated with a-factor to assess the time-course cellular response instead of delivering the stimulating agent to the docked cells.
To address this flooding problem, an alternative flowing and detection scheme was devised such that a-factor was delivered to the captured cells by pumpless, surface tension-driven capillary flow and diffusion (see Experimental section). The brightfield and corresponding time-lapse fluorescent images of the captured cells onto 12 mm microwells of 12 mm height are shown in Fig. 5(e)-(h) . As similar to Fig. 5(a)-(d) , GFP expression was triggered after 60 min (g), and the intensity of GFP expression was maintained for additional 60 min (h). In this experiment, the microfluidic channel was entirely filled with the a-factor to leave the cells intact from exposure to air. It is envisioned that this latter scheme would be suitable for a long-term cell culture and detection or studying mammalian cells with slight modification of the protocol.
Conclusions
We have presented a simple, yet robust method to capture non-adherent yeast cells inside a microfluidic channel using a receding meniscus induced cell docking method. Well-defined PUA and PDMS microwells were fabricated within a microchannel by capillary and replica moulding, respectively. It was observed that one to multiple cells were spontaneously captured onto microwells depending on the well size as a receding meniscus swept the cells towards the inlet reservoir. The cell docking was highly reproducible with minimum variations from well to well. To enable conformal deposition of cells, the cell density was maintained above a certain value, in particular, for single-cell arrays. In addition, we have tested for the response of single cells to a-factor by examining the expression of GFP over time. Two flowing and detection schemes were used depending on the depth of microwell.
There are some potential challenges and weaknesses with the current approach to be amenable for mammalian cells. First, a lot of cells are used to obtain single cell arrays, leaving behind a lot of waste at the inlet reservoir. This waste might be reusable by using a pumping system after the meniscusinduced cell docking. Second, the air/liquid interface, especially when the thickness of the liquid layer is thin, is difficult to control and thus is prone to non-uniformity. This challenge might be compromised with the use of a deeper microwell or a higher cell concentration. It is hoped that this simple approach would provide a valuable tool for highthroughput screening of single cell responses for non-adherent cells and further for anchorage-dependent cells with slight modification of the protocol.
